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Three ways for breezeways

Y

ou may have noticed
that the breezeway is
making a comeback.
A staple of connected buildings,
the breezeway has long been a
desirable device to join structures via a roofed, open-sided
area. It a llows both attached
structures to access breezes and
outdoor shade.
A breezeway on a summer
home may connect shared common living space on one end
and more private bedroom
suites on the other. Such a
configuration allows for both
privacy separation, air circulation, and an intervening shared
porchlike space. It also can connect a garage and a house. With
today’s focus on healthy indoorair quality, the breezeway is
an effective device to separate
fumes and toxic products often
found in a garage from family
living quarters, while providing
a welcoming shelter that can be
used as an outdoor living space.
Here, we’ll explore three
configurations for connecting a side-facing garage and a
house. Each can allow for entry
passage into the house and the
garage, and each a ssumes a
different relationship between
house and g arage. As with any
design solution, deciding which
is best for your project will
depend upon weighing the
pros and cons as they relate to
your goals.
Katie Hutchison is an architect
based in Warren, R.I. Find Katie
Hutchison Studio on Facebook
and at katiehutchison.com.
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C o n ta i n e d b r e e z e w ay
This breezeway is contained by a gable roof
that is common to both the garage and the
house. Such a composition lends itself to the
clean-lined geometry of more contemporary
and informal homes. (If both of these connected
structures were living spaces, the breezeway
could be called a dog trot.) Because this
breezeway is flanked by structures of similar
dimensions, it feels integral and roomlike
and can be interpreted as both outside and
inside at once. It is a versatile space that easily
accommodates picnic-table dining, guest entry,
and entertaining, as well as circulation to and
from the garage. It also strongly frames a view
to the backyard that, depending on the view,
can offer striking curb appeal.
Because this type of breezeway is contained
on either side, it can suffer from lack of
daylight. Opening the breezeway roof toward
the rear such that finished rafters are exposed
can brighten the breezeway. The exposed
rafters can act as an arbor for climbing vines.
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Inserting translucent roofing toward the rear, in
lieu of open rafters, is another option.
The end of the house that abuts a contained
breezeway also can suffer from lack of daylight
because windows and doors on that end are
beneath the roof. Measures to brighten the
breezeway via open rafters can indirectly
improve interior access to daylight. Though
many may see the contained breezeway’s
strongly framed view as an asset, some may
prefer a screened view of the backyard. Such a
view can be created with lattice panels beneath
the rear open rafters, though this also reduces
access to daylight.
Drawings: Katie Hutchison
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F u n n e l e d b r e e z e w ay
When a garage and a house are angled
toward each other, the breezeway in
between can funnel access and views
Garage
from a narrow entry plane to a wider rear
expanse. This type of breezeway preserves
some backyard privacy by presenting a tighter view to passersby.
Because a funneled breezeway doesn’t share a common roof with
the garage and the house, its roof can be inset from the front and
rear faces of the house and the garage such that windows and
doors in corners of both buildings have direct access to daylight.
This breezeway also is narrower than a contained breezeway, so it
doesn’t suffer as much from lack of daylight.
The funneled breezeway still only receives daylight from two
sides, however, and its narrower design can make it feel more like
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a hall than a room. The funneled breezeway shown here shares
the garage eave line, which may associate it more with the garage
than the house, further minimizing its roomlike feel. To counteract
that, the garage passage door is on the garage corner, so the
garage end of the breezeway can be furnished with chairs and
a small table. This means, however, that folks passing from the
garage to the house initially are not sheltered. If shelter is your
priority, then the garage passage door could be moved opposite
the home entry door.
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Off s e t b r e e z e w ay
When a garage is placed offset from
the house, the breezeway in between
Garage
can overlap each such that both can be
entered from the breezeway. Because an
offset breezeway only partially abuts the garage and the house,
it doesn’t suffer from lack of daylight; in fact, it receives daylight
from four sides. It also can have a greater depth without risking
loss of daylight to the breezeway, garage, and house. This offset
breezeway shares the rear roof plane of the house and thus may
seem more a part of the house than the garage.
Unlike the contained and funneled breezeways, which both best
accommodate decks that push directly out from the front and
rear of the breezeway, the offset breezeway easily accommodates
a deck that pushes to the sides. This can be an asset when it’s
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desirable to have a deck directly off the rear of the house. The
more-open edges of an offset breezeway can cause it to feel less
roomlike, though, and it runs the risk of feeling like a deep hall.
To counteract an abundance of circulation space, locate a picnic
table or other furnishings in the rear corner beyond the house.
The offset breezeway does little to screen the backyard from
passersby, and it doesn’t frame the view as powerfully as the
contained breezeway. It can, however, provide a more-direct
view and more access to the main entry door than contained and
funneled breezeways.

